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Welcome to the first edition of our new Teaching & Learning newsletter: Brislington In Action. In this publication
you will find a summary of this term’s initiatives, alongside a collection of great reads which support our current
priorities and, most importantly, an array of examples of where we’re seeing this ‘In Action’, around our academy.
We hope you enjoy this first instalment and wish you a very restful half term break.

Subject Leads have been working in supporting Maria
Olschner to create a bespoke Blended Learning policy
which is specific to each of our subject areas.
We reiterated the importance of planning backwards and beginning
with the part of work which we wanted students to be able to complete independently. By explicitly addressing misconceptions from
the beginning, we can efficiently cover content in a shorter period.
This then allows us to chunk the lesson into bite-sized sections with
pause points to consolidate new learning.
Our second priority has been around ensuring any shift
towards online learning for ‘bubbles’ needing to isolate is
as smooth and effective for everyone involved as possible.
We returned to ‘Mo’ to consider the issues he needs to
overcome in order to access our online lessons.
We discussed the need to strip back our resources to make them as
mobile friendly as possible, in order to combat the increased cognitive
load that many of our students will be experiencing. Whilst practising
launching online lessons, we also considered the use of the ‘Chat’
function in Microsoft Teams as a Litmus Test to gauge where our students may have misunderstood or become stuck.

This month’s issue of Impact from the Chartered College of Teaching is entirely focused around evidence-informed teaching. The article from Adam Stubs around the use of Explanatory Sequences is
especially useful to us when considering Blended Learning & Online Learning, as he addresses managing Cognitive Load, pre-empting misconceptions and stripping back non-essentials. https://
impact.chartered.college/article/minimising-misconceptions-design-explanatory-sequences/
The Education Endowment Foundation have created this one-page summary for schools about the
most effective ways to combat the issues that the COVID lockdown have created us. https://
educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Covid-19_Resources/
Remote_learning_evidence_review/Rapid_Evidence_Assessment_summary.pdf
This term, Jon Tait released Teaching Rebooted which is a summary of how the science of learning
can be employed within the classroom. It presents key ideas within each chapter (eg. Retrieval Practice, or Questioning and does a summary of the relevant research. He then offers several practical
examples of how to use the strategy in the classroom and conducts case studies using teachers and
their students to assess its’ impact. Follow @EduBookClub1 on Twitter for a great summary of what
people loved about it, following this term’s online chat about it.

Spotlight on the English Faculty who are using their Year 11
Boost sessions to consolidate the previous week’s Versatile
Vocabulary. Phil Spring says that engagement has been
strong so far because students are building knowledge into
their Long Term Memory. He notes that students aren’t being
introduced to new content but instead, colleagues are reinforcing classroom learning. By focusing on the word pairs, the
staff have been able to compare examples and non-examples
so that students are able to correctly use the language in the
following week’s lessons.
In History, colleagues have been contending with multiple Blended Learning sessions
with the same GCSE classes, meaning that several classes have two Blended Learning
sessions whilst the other half of the year have none. In order to keep classes as ‘in line’
as possible, Kate Reed has been trialling the use of Flipped Learning with her Year 9
group. Kate says that it has enabled her to hand over the time-consuming knowledge
acquisition to the students so that she can concentrate on the application of that
knowledge, which is the more difficult skill. She sets the Blended Learning not on the
work completed within that day’s lesson but in advance of the following week’s lesson
and uses podcasts or Youtube videos alongside Microsoft Forms quizzes to gain an
overview of where work is and isn’t completed.
Megan Reynolds has shared the impact that using ‘Look, Cover,
Write, Check’ has had in RPE lessons in Year 11.
She says that when she initially tested students at the beginning
of the lesson, many could only recall the definitions to 2-5 of the
14 key words but following 20 minutes of directed practise within the lesson, every student left knowing every definition. This
explicit teaching of metacognitive strategies to aid revision is
really effective for empowering students to know how to revise
and work independently.
The Science department have been trialling a new method of Blended Learning,
made to mimic what a classroom-based lesson would look like, and Kate Jackson
says that participation levels have been encouraging so far. A retrieval-style Do
Now is used then colleagues have recorded videos of Direct Instruction for the
new information students are being introduced to. This section also includes
teacher questions.

Following this, they then have a ‘Look, Cover, Write, Check’ activity to ensure
that new content is embedded, followed by application questions and an exit
ticket in the form of a Microsoft Forms multiple choice quiz. With this kind of
consideration for blended learning, students view these lessons as an opportunity to consolidate knowledge, and not a situation where they might fall behind.

Intervention in Science: Jordan Strobach-Morris has been coordinating an innovative
new intervention strategy for the Science department for our Year 11 learners. The
intervention is a two tiered approach, with class teachers responsible for key underperforming students in their own classes and the use of the First Five system to prioritise teacher support for these students.
The second tier of intervention involves each member of the Science department
being responsible for tracking and mentoring between 3-5 students in the group
who fit a particular cohort (eg. LPA girls). That member of staff then assigns weekly
intervention tasks which range from Seneca and SAM Learning to new trial intervention strategies being piloted by the faculty. Data is then gathered weekly, with Jordan overseeing who needs to stay or remain in the intervention groups, which he
amends on a termly basis. We’re looking forward to an update next term about the
success of these projects!

At the beginning of this term, Willem Ovink asked DoFs and Subject Leads to collate their thoughts about overcoming difficulties that their teams had faced, as a result of teaching in the COVID restrictions that we currently find ourselves in. The aim of
this section of the newsletter is to share these thoughts and hopefully make transition between lessons for both staff and students as smooth as possible. If you have a top tip to share which isn’t mentioned here, please let Maria or Kate know and
we’ll share it with colleagues ahead of next term.



Leave the projector on (unfrozen) for the next colleague teaching in that room. It might save them 2-3
minutes of waiting for the board to boot up and make
the beginning of their lesson far smoother.



Don’t plan for an hour lesson. We know that time is
tight at the moment so it is far better to plan for less,
and do it well. This also applies to our Blended Learning lessons when we’re even more pushed for time.



Create a physical set of folders which house your resources for each day. Some colleagues are using 5
folders which they update daily (one for each period
of the day), others are using expanding folders which
have 6 sections in, and having a different one per day
of the week



Don’t forget to take a minute in your classroom before letting the class in to take a breath and feel calm
before the lesson begins. Pack up with plenty of time
so that you can move the class on quickly for the next
colleague in the room and get to your next lesson with
time to spare.



Mark a section of the workbenches for your class
books. Keep this area neat so that books don’t go
walking. Maria and Sandra have ordered boxes for
every class to make this process easier.



Don’t forget to tidy the classroom before you leave it.
Wipe the boards, disinfect the cables, desk, chair, remote and sanitiser bottle. Ask students to check the
for any resources which need putting away.



Get students to write a ‘row’ number on the front of
their books. This makes it really quick and efficient to
get books handed out at the beginning of the lesson
without a need to have the seating plan to hand. If
students put books at the end of each row they will
come back in the right order, too.



Don’t forget to look after yourself and your colleagues. Make time for exercise, if that’s your thing
(there’s always wine & chocolate, if it’s not ;-) ) but we
know this term has been incredibly taxing and we
need to look after ourselves and each other to ensure
we’re recharged and ready for Term 2 after the break.

